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As number of teeth in contact, kinematics and load vary along gear mesh, estimating a value of friction 
coefficient for gear power loss estimation is complex. In this study, a set of simple averaged analytical formulas 
are derived from local evolution along gear mesh. These formulas allow to estimate a representative value of 
kinematics and load parameters along gear mesh in order to calculate a mean friction coefficient. 
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1. Introduction 

Meshing losses are associated with tooth friction 
phenomena and are usually a major part of losses in 
gears, especially in heavy loaded contacts. As number of 
teeth in contact, kinematics and load vary along gear 
mesh (Fig. 1) the average of each instantaneous friction 
loss over an entire mesh period must be calculated to 
obtain gear net loss. This induces a numerical integration 
and a significant amount of initial calculations. In this 
sense, this method is not the most accessible for power 
loss estimation in gearbox at early design phases. In 
parallel, ISO 14172-2 [1] technical report proposes a 
simple method based on the definition of gear meshing 
efficiency to calculate friction loss. Efficiency is related 
to the average magnitude of friction between teeth along 
gear mesh period. It requires a mean friction coefficient 
(𝑓𝑚). As a result, this technical report gives a relationship 
to calculate a value of 𝑓𝑚 based on experimental data 
from a gear back-to-back test rig [2]. However, Castro et 
al. [3] pointed out that this formula may overestimate 
friction coefficient value. Indeed, tooth friction 
investigations on back-to-back gear test rigs are based on 
indirect friction measurements deduced from global 
resistive torque of slave and test gearboxes. 
Consequently, investigations are usually carried out on 
tribometers such as twin disc machines, as it allows direct 
traction force measurements [4]. Several friction loss 
formulas were established based on this method. 
Nevertheless, they deal with instantaneous friction 
coefficient (𝑓) and then cannot be used directly in the 
simple power loss formula from ISO [1] for which a 
mean friction coefficient value (𝑓𝑚) is needed. 
 
The purpose of this study is to suggest a simple method 
that does not require calculations along gear mesh to 
obtain a mean friction coefficient value from an 
instantaneous formula based on tribometer 
measurements. Finally, a new simplified mean friction 
coefficient formula is proposed. 
  

 
Fig. 1 Cylindrical gear mesh in the transverse plane at three 

different moments, t1: begin of mesh (approach), t2: 
intermediate point, t3: end of mesh (recess) 
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